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THE PICARD GROUP, CLOSED GEODESICS, AND ZETA FUNCTIONS

MARK POLLICOTT

Abstract. In this article we consider the Picard group SL(2, Z[;']), viewed as

a discrete subgroup of the isometries of hyperbolic space. We fix a canonical

choice of generators and then construct a Markov partition for the action of the

group on the sphere at infinity.

Our main application is to the study of the zeta function associated to the

associated three-dimensional hyperbolic manifold.

Introduction

It is well known that there is a close connection between the geodesic flow

for the Modular surface and the continued fraction transformation on the unit

interval. The relationship between the two is a consequence of the fact that

the Fuchsian group associated to the Modular surface is the Modular group

SL(2, Z) and the action of this group on the real line (as the "boundary" of

the Poincaré upper half plane) induces the continued fraction transformation

on [0, 1] in a very natural way. Modern accounts of this theory can be found

in the articles of Adler-Flatto [AF] and Series [S].
In this note we shall describe an analogous correspondence in which we re-

place the Modular Fuchsian group by the Picard Kleinian group SL(2, Z[/])

acting on the three-dimensional upper half plane model for hyperbolic space

H3. In particular, we shall describe a transformation on the rectangle B = {z £
C: |Re(z)| < 1/2, 0 < Im(z) < 1/2} which plays the role of the continued
fraction transformation.

As our main application of these ideas, we shall give an alternative approach

to the meromorphic extension of the associated Zeta function, following the

derivation for the case of the Modular surface described in the work of Mayer

[M].
The construction we describe should have applications to the construction

of special flows and also to the problem of the Markov spectrum of the Picard

group (cf. Schmidt [Sc]). We hope to return to these problems later.

1. The Picard group

We define the Picard group T = SL(2, Z[z']) to be the group of 2 x 2 matrices
whose entries are the Gaussian integers u + iv (u,veZ) and such that every

matrix has determinant 1.
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The Picard group T has a natrual action on the extended complex plane C =

Cu{oo} defined in terms of linear fractional transformations. More specifically,

given any matrix \a hd\ £ SL(2, Z[i]) we define the action on C by

az + b     . -
A : z i->--.     for z £ C.

cz + d

We shall follow the convention (described in Magnus [Ma]) of adding the

conjugating map *: z *-> ~z to this group action and denoting the larger group

of actions, generated by both F and * , by T* = (r, *).
Bearing in mind the prototypal example of the action of the Modular group

SL(2, Z) on the real line and the continued fraction transformation f: (0, 1) -»

(0,1) defined by f(x) = j¡ - [£], we want to replace the action PxC-»C

by a single transformation (acting on a smaller space).

We begin with the observation that a choice of generators for the action of

T is given by the linear fractional transformations:

A : ZHZ + 1 corresponding to the matrix

B: z h-> z + i corresponding to the matrix

T: z i-> -~ = --¡4?   corresponding to the matrix
Z |Z|

1   1
0 1

1 i
0    1

0 -1
1 0

and the group P is generated by the same elements plus the operation *.

We next need to introduce some notation to specify certain rectangles in the

complex plane. We denote

33+ = {z£C:0< Re(z), Im(z) < 1/2},

33~ = {z£C: - 1/2 < Re(z) < 0 < Im(z) < 1/2},

3B =&+u33~ = {ze<C: |Re(z)| < l/2,0<Im(z)< 1/2}.

Given w £ C we let C(w) = {z € C: \w - z\ = 1} denote the circle in C

which is centered at w and has unit radius. The following lemma is immediate.

Lemma 1. (i) The image T(33~) is the region in the quadrant Re(z) > 0,

Im(z) > 0 exterior to both of the circles C(\) and C(i).
(ii) The image T(33+) is the region in the quadrant Re(z) < 0, Im(z) > 0

exterior to both of the circles C(-l) and C(i).
(iii) The image T(33) is the region in the half plane Im(z) > 0 exterior to

each of the circles C(-l), C(l), and C(i). (See Figure 1.)

It is convenient to subdivide the image ffî = T(33) into two regions, which

we shall define to be:

Ji = {z: |Re(z)| >2}U{z: |Re(z)| >0,Im(z)>2},

^ = {z:0< |Re(z)| <2,0<Im(z) <2,

and z is exterior to C(-l), C(l), and C(i)}.

In the case of ^ , we observe that this region can be covered by squares (with

sides of length 1/2) of the form

j 33+(r, s) = {z£C:$< Re(z) < ^ and f < Im(z) < ^±i} ,

[3J-(r,s) = {z£C: \ <-Re(z)< £±i and § < Im(z) < ^}
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Figure 1

where r, 5 = 4, 5,6,.... We denote the elements in this subdivision of %[

by 3°x. It is easily verified that by a suitable combination of actions by A
and B ("translation") and * ("reflection in the real axis") each of the squares

defined in (1.1) can be moved to either 33+ or 33 ~ . The specific rules are

summarized in the next lemma.

Lemma 2. (i) A-r/2B~s/233±(r,s)=33± if r, s are both even.

(ii) A-(r+xV2B-sl233±(r,s)=33* if r is odd and s is even.

(iii) *A-rl2B-[-s+xV233±(r,s)=33± if r is even s is odd.

(iv) *A~rl2B-sl233±(r, s)=33* if r, s are both odd.

For each square 33±(r, s) we denote the transformation onto either 33+ or
38 - described by the left-hand side of the expressions in the above lemma by

DgS±{r<s):33±(r, s) ^ 33 =33+u33~ . (See Figure 2.)
In the case of ^ , we observe that this region can be divided in an obvious

way into a finite number of pieces whose boundaries are contained in the curves:

(a) {zeC: Im(z) = §} for r = 0,±l, ±2, ±3, ±4;
(b) {zeC: Re(z) = f} for 5 = 0, 1, 2, 3,4;
(c) C(w) for w = 0, ±1, i, i± 1. (See Figure 3.)

We denote the elements in this subdivision of %?2 by 3>2. Since Lemma

2 still applies and each element P £ 3}2 lies in a square B±(r, s) c %?2, we

denote by DP = D@±(r<s)\P: P -* 33 - 33+ u33~ the restriction of the map
associated to that square.

We denote by 3° the division of %? = %?x U ̂ 2 into pieces formed by

amalgamating the two subdivisions of %{ (into squares) and %?2 (into a finite

number of pieces). We observe that the elements of ¡P are not pairwise disjoint

but that their interiors are. In particular, although 3° does not form a partition
of Sif in the strictest sense, it does indeed form a partition in the sense of a

measurable partition (with respect to Lebesgue measure, say).
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2. The Markov condition

For each Fe^we can define a map /:P^Jby f(x) = ToDP(x). We

can extend this definition to the disjoint union of the sets 3 , which by a slight

abuse of notation we identify with %? and write f:%?^>%?. (This is justified

on the gounds that any ambiguity only arises on a set of Lebesgue measure zero

and is thus negligible for our purpose. Exactly the same argument applies as

for the same complication for the continued fraction transformation.)

In this section we want to verify that 3 is a Markov partition for /: %f —»
^ in the following sense.

Theorem 1.
3.

For each P £3, the image f(P) c %* is a union of elements from

Proof. The proof depends on checking five different cases.
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Case I. If P is any of the rectangles 33±(r, s) £ 3X occurring in the sub-
division of %?x or the special cases of P = 33±(2, 2) £ 3°2, then either DP =
33+ or DP = 33~ (by Lemma 2). By Lemma 1, we see that in the first instance

the image f(P) = T(DP) = T(33+) is the region in the quadrant Re(z) < 0,
Im(z) > 0 exterior to both of the circles C(-l) and C(i). In the second

instance, we see that the image f(P) = T(DP) = T(33~) is the region in the

quadrant Re(z) > 0, Im(z) > 0 exterior to both of the circles C(l) and C(i).
In either eventuality, the image f(P) is verified to be a union of elements from
3 by reference to Figures 2 and 3.

Case II. Consider the region P ç 33+(3, 3) which is exterior to the circle
C(l-H') and the region P' c33~(3, 3) which is exterior to the circle C(-l-H').

The corresponding images DP c 33 ~ and DP' c 33+ are the subset of 33 ~

exterior to C(-l-H') and the subset of 33+ exterior to C( 1 + /), respectively.
(See Figure 4.)

The image f(P) - T(DP) is the region in the quadrant Re(z) > 0, Im(z) >

0 exterior to the three circles C(l), C(l + i), and C(i). The image f(P') =

T(DP') is the region in the quadrant Re(z) < 0, Im(z) > 0 exterior to both
of the circles C(-l), C(-l + i), and C(i). (See Figure 5.)

In either eventuality, the image f(P) is verified to be a union of elements
from 3 by reference to Figures 2 and 3.

Case III. Consider the four similar subcases:

(i) the region Px c 33+(3, 2) interior to C(l + i),

(ii) the region P2 c 33 (3, 2) interior to C(-l + i),
(iii) the region P3 c 33+(2, 3) interior to C(l + i),
(iv) the region P4 c 33  (2, 3) interior to C(-l + i).

The images of these regions under D can be seen to take the form:

(i) the region DPX c33~ interior to C(-l),
(ii) the region DP2c33+ interior to C(l),

(iii) the region DP3 c 33~ interior to C(i),
(iv) the region DP4 c 33+ interior to C(i).

Figure 4
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Figure 5

The subsequent images under T take the form:

(i)   /(/>•) = T(DRX) is the region in Re(z) > 1/2, Im(z) > 0 exterior to
both C(i) and C(l),

(ii)   f(P2) = T(DR2) is the region in Re(z) < -1/2, Im(z) > 0 exterior
to both C(i) and C(-l),

(iii)   f(P3) = T(DR3) is the region in Re(z) < 0, Im(z) > 1/2 exterior to
both C(-l) and C(i),

(iv)   f(P4) = T(DR4) is the region in Re(z) > 0, Im(z) > 1/2 exterior to
both C(i) and C(l).

In each of these four subcases we see by comparison with Figures 2 and 3

that f(P') (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is a union of elements from 3 . (See Figure 6.)

Case IV. Consider the following four similar subcases:

(i) the region Px c33+(l,3) exterior to C(i) but interior to C(l + i),

(ii) the region P2 c 33  (1, 3) exterior to C(i) but interior to C(-l + i),

(iii) the region P3 c 33+(3, 1) exterior to C(l) but interior to C(l + /'),

(iv) the region P4c33~(3, 1) exteriorto C(-l) but interior to C(-l+i).

The four corresponding images under the map D are:

(i) the region DPX c 33~ exterior to C(-l + i), but interior to C(i),
(ii) the region DP2 c 33+ exterior to C(l + i), but interior to C(i),

(iii) the region DP3 c33~ exteriorto C(-l + i), but interior to C(-l),
(iv) the region DP4 c 33+ exterior to C(l + i), but interior to C(l).

The final images under / are then of the form:

(i)  /(/>') = T(DRX) is the region in Re(z) > 0, Im(z) > 1/2 exterior to
both C(i) and C(l + /'),

(ii)   f(P2) = T(DR2) is the region in Re(z) < 0, Im(z) > 1/2 exterior to
both C(i) and C(-l + i),

(iii)   f(P3) = T(DR3) is the region in Re(z) > 1/2, Im(z) > 0 exterior to
both C(l + i) and C(l),
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Figure 6

(iv)   f(P4) = T(DR4) is the region in Re(z) < -1/2, Im(z) > 0 exterior
to both C(-H-i') and C(-l).

In each instance, a comparison with Figures 2 and 3 shows that the images
f(P')   (i = 1,2, 3,4) are each a union of elements in 3 . (See Figure 7.)

Case V. Finally, we have to consider the remaining 12 regions which are of the

form:

(i) the region Px c^+(3,0) exteriorto C(l),

(ii) the region P2c33+(3, I) exteriorto C(l + /),
(iii) the region P3 c 33+(3, 2) exterior to C(l + /'),
(iv) the region P4 c 33+(0, 3) exterior to C(i),
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Figure 7

(v) the region P5 c 33+(1, 3) exterior to C(l + i),
(vi) the region P6 c 33+(2, 3) exterior to C(l + i),

in the quadrant Re(z) > 0, Im(z) > 0 and of the form:

(vii) the region P1 c33~(3, 0) exterior to C(-l),
(viii) the region P8c^"(3, 1) exterior to C(-l + i),

(ix) the region P9 c 33  (3, 2) exterior to C(-l + i),
(x) the region P10c^_(0,3) exterior to C(i),

(xi) the region P11 c 33  (1, 3) exterior to C(-l + /')
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(xii) the region PX1 c 33~(2, 3) exterior to C(-l + i)

in the quadrant Re(z) < 0, Im(z) > 0.

The images under the map D of these various regions are:

(a) for i = 1, 2, 3, DR¡ c 33~ is the region exterior to C(-l) ;
(b) for i = 10, 11, 12, DRi c 33+ is the region exterior to C(l) ;
(c) for / = 4,6,8, DR¡ c 33+ is the region exterior to C(i) ;

(d) for 1 = 5,7,9, DRi c 33~ is the region exterior to C(i).

The final images under f are:

(a) for i = 1, 2, 3, f(P¡) = T(DPi) is the region in 0 < Re(z) < 1/2,
Im(z) > 0 exterior to C(i) ;

(b) for i = 10, 11, 12, /(/»') = T(DPl) is the region in -1/2 < Re(z) <
0, Im(z) > 0 exterior to C(i) ;

(c) for / = 4, 6, 8, /(/"') = T(DPl) is the region in Re(z) < 0, 0 <
Im(z) < 1/2 exterior to C(-l);

(d) For /' = 5, 7, 9, /(/"') = T(DPl)  is the region in Re(z) > 0, 0 <
Im(z) < 1/2 exterior to C(l).

In these various cases we observe that f(P') = T(DR¡) is a union of elements

from 3 (Figure 8). Since these five cases deal with all of the possibilities, the

proof of the lemma is complete.

We can define a complementary map f: 33 ^ 33 by conjugating with T,

i.e., / = To foT~x (with reference to Lemma 1). This is the analogue of the

continued fraction map promised in the introduction. In practice, it is easier to

define first the map /: X -> X, since the partition^ is_notationally easier

to describe. If we define the corresponding cover 3 = {P = T(P) : P £ 3}
for B, then we have the following corollary:
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Theorem 2. For each P £3>, the image f(P) <z33 is a union of elements from

3.

Following the usual conventions, we can associate to this Markov partition

3 an (infinite) matrix A(P, P')PtPie& with zero-one entries defined by

r i  if f(P) D P'
A{P,PJ) = \n      ,       . whereP,P'e^.

[ 0   otherwise

We then define a subshift of finite type (with an infinite alphabet) on the space

Za = \ (xn) £ f[3: A(x„, xn+x) = 1, n > 0 1
I n=0 J

by (Ta'-^-a —* 2-a , OA(xn) — (x„+x).  Furthermore, the derivative of the map

f:ßif^>ßif takes the form:

f'(z) = (ToD)'(z) = T'(Dz) = -
(D,z)2'

where Dz £ B. Thus, we can deduce that |/'(z)| > inff^: w £ B} = 2

whenever ze/. In particular, this estimate on the derivative implies that we

have the bound

diam(7r{(.x„) : x0 = Po, xx = Px, ... , xn = Pn}) < —.

By letting n —> oo we see that the map n: J.A -^ %? given by n(xn) —

nZof~"x" is well defined.
Similarly, we can associate to the Markov partition 3 an (infinite) matrix

A(P, P )j j' p with zero-one entries defined by

A(P,P')AX    if/(?)^^'        whereP,P'6^,
[ 0   otherwise

the subshift of finite type (with an infintie alphabet) a-j: X^ —> Z-j, and the

map ñ(y„) = íXLof "x"-

Proposition 1. (i) The maps 7r: Z —» %f and ñ: X —> B are surjective and

one-to-one except on a set of zero Lebesgue measure.

(ii) hooa= f °n and ñ o <r- = / o ñ.

(iii) A is the transpose of A .

(The proof for expanding maps goes through with only minor modifications.)

3. Complex continued fraction expansions

It is interesting to compare the coding with respect to the partitions of orbits

of a point z £ C and its complex continued fraction expansion. Given a

number z e C, we can consider its expansion as a complex continued fraction
of the following form

(3.1) z = s0-1-
51-1

52-
Í3 + "-
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where s„ = u„ + iv„ £ Z[i] are Gaussian integers. This is clearly a natural gener-

alization of the usual continued fraction of real numbers in which z would be a

real number and sn a natural number. Complex continued fraction expansions

of the type (3.1) were originally studied by Hurwitz [H] and Ford [F].

We shall denote the expression on the left-hand side of (3.1) by [so ; sx, s2,

...]. It is not difficult to see that the expansion of an arbitrary point z is far

from being unique.

Given a point zo £ C we shall describe a simple algorithm for generating

this expansion. Assume that z0 £ 5(a0 + ibo, 1/2) = {u + iv £ C: \ao -

u\, \bo - v\ < 1/2} ; then we set s0 = ao + ibo € Z[/]. It then follows that

E(z0) := A~a°B-boz0 £ B(0, 1/2). We choose to exclude those values of z0

such that jE^zo) = 0 (which form only a countable set). We denote the image

ro£,(z0) by zx and observe that by our last assumption we have zx £ C and

more particularly that either zx £%? or zf £ ^.

Proceeding inductively, if we assume that z„ = (ToE)"z0 £ B(an+ibn , 1/2),

then we set sn = a„+ibn £ Z[i]. If we exclude those values such that E(z„) - 0,

then the image zn+l := T oE(zn) and by assumption zn+l £ C (in fact, either

zi6^orzT€J).
Thus, providing we exclude the countable set of points

oo

S=\J(Eo(ToE)")-x(0)

n=0

which are mapped onto zero at some stage of the algorithm, we have that for
any n > 0

(3.2)       z £ B(s0, 1/2) n (T o E)-xB(sx, 1/2) n • • • n (To E)~nB(sn , 1/2).

Since the derivative (ToE)'(z) = T'(Ez) = -l/(Ez)z , where Ez £ 5(0, 1/2),

we can deduce that \(ToE)'(z)\ >mï{l/\w\2:w 6 5(0, 1/2)} = 2.
In particular, this estimate on the derivative implies that we can bound the

diameter of the intersection in (3.2) by diam(5(s0, l/2)n(ro£')_15(5'1, l/2)n
■■■n(ToE)-"B(sn, 1/2)) < 1/2" and letting n tend to infinity, we deduce that

z = [so; sx, s2, ...]. (Observe that there is an ambiguity in this algorithm in

the case where either Re(z„) or Im(z„) takes a half integer value, for some

n > 0. However, the set of such points is still only a set of zero Lebesgue

measure.)
In order to relate this to the transformation f-.ïïf^iï? described in the

previous section, observe that if we start with z = z0 6 %?, then either f(z) =

zx or f(z) = Yx. The two possibilities arise depending on whether E(z) £ B

or E(z) £ B (i.e., whether E(z) lies in either the upper or lower half planes).

Similarly, if we start with z0 e %? and set z = ~z~o~, then either f(z) = zx or

f{z) = z~x.
Associate to each element P £3 the unique Gaussian integer i(P) — uP +

ivP £ Z[i] with P ç B(up + ivP, 1/2). If we have an itinerary f"(z) £ P„

(where each Pn is an element of 3) for n > 0, then we can associate to

the sequence of elements in the Markov partition {P„} £ X+ a well-defined

sequence of Gaussian integers {wn} , where w„ - i(P„). (Notice that since
P„ C %?, we must always have that \\Xi(wn) > 0.)
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Proposition 2. Consider z £%? and assume that :

(a) z = [so ; sx, sx, ... ] (using the above algorithm); and

(b) z = n(xn), for (x„)el+.
Then, except on a set of zero measure, we have that either i(x„) = sn or i(x„) =

s~í¡ (whichever has nonnegative imaginary part).

4. Closed geodesics

We now come to a geometric interpretation of the Markov Partition 3° for

the map /: & -» MT.
We denote by H3 = {(z, t) £ C x R: t > 0} the upper half plane model for

hyperbolic space, to which we associate the Poincaré metric ds2 = dz £dt . We

let G be the group of all isometries of H3 with respect to this metric. There

is a simple correspondence between the linear fractional transformations of C

and the group G. Given any linear fractional transformation

A : z i->-j ,     where a, b, c, d £ C satisfy ad - be = 1
cz + d

we can associate an isometry i (A) £ G of the form

i(A): (z,t)^ (Az, t*),      where /* = f(A, z).

The linear map i is not quite injective, but its kernel consists only of the two

elements {/, -/}. Nor is the map / quite surjective, but we only need to

extend the definition of i by adding the conjugating map * : C -> C, which

gives rise to the isometry /(*) : (z, t) ■-» (z, t). For a fuller discussion of these

matters we refer the reader to Beardon [B].

If we consider the Picard group Y*, then the image i(T*) c G is a discrete

group of isometries on H3 (i.e., Kleinian groups). We denote the associated

quotient manifold M = H3/r* and recall the following standard result:

Proposition 3. M is a noncompact finite-volume three manifold with constant

negative sectional curvatures.

Remark. The finiteness of the volume should correspond to the existence of

finite invariant measures on %? and 33 (compare with [S]).

Any geodesic y can be lifted to a geodesic y in the covering space H3.

Furthermore, we know that any geodesic y in H3 is a semicircular arc, which

meets the complex plane C perpendicularly at distinct points x, y £ C, say, or

is a vertical line which meets C perpendicularly at a single point. For simplicity,

we shall exclude the latter case (which we justify on the grounds that they form

a set of zero measure in the space of geodesics). Thus, we shall always identify

the geodesic y by the pair (x, y) £ C x C-diagonal.

The different choices of lift y of a given geodesic y in M are related by the

action of the group T. In particular, if (x, y) are the end points of a given

lift, then necessary and sufficient conditions for a second pair to be end points

of another lift is that they should be of the form (gx, gy), for some g £T. In

particular, we see that by acting by a suitable element A"Bm(*)a , if necessary,

we can assume that xe/.
In the event that y is a closed geodesic on M, it corresponds to a unique

free homotopy class in [g] e T* ~ 7tx (M) and gx — x , gy = y. We can write
a representative element g in terms of the generators in the form

g = (TAn'Bm,)(TAn2Bm2) ■ ■ ■ (TA^Bm").
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The fixed point gx = x has a (periodic) complex continued fraction expan-

sion x = [Jo ; Sx, s2, ... ], by §3, and by Proposition 2 it is an image x = n(xn),

for (xn) £ X+. Finally, by Proposition 1, it is a periodic point fkx = x for

f:%>^%f.

Proposition 4. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the closed geodesics

for M and the periodic points fx = x £ %?. Furthermore, the closed geodesic

corresponding to x has length

/ = iog|(r)'(x)i = "¿iog|/'(/x)|.
¡=0

Proof. The correspondence was explained above. The length is given by the
identity | tr(g)| = el + e~l, i.e.,

,_ |trM| + (|trM|2-4)1/2
e - 2

If M = \acbd\, then the fixed point gx = x satisfies ex2 + (d - a)x - b = 0.

Solving for x and substituting into the formula g'(x) = ,cx\d)i completes the

proof.

Remark. In [F'] Ford showed that for every irrational complex number Ç £ C

there are infinitely many solutions p, q £ Z[/'] to the approximation

1_

w
if c = 3XI2. For a given Ç £ C, we let c(Ç) > 3XI2 denote the smallest value

of c for which there are infinitely many solutions to (4.1). As observed in [F']

and [Sc], the value c = c(£) is realized for

which is fixed by g0 = TB2TA-2TB~2TA2 (cf. Case V in Theorem 1). (The
value of c(£) is the maximum height of the geodesic linking £0 and TÇ0, i.e.,

c(Ç) = ^"'/frl .) The partition 3 makes it particularly easy to describe and
compute other values. We give a few other examples:

(a) c(Zx) = 6'/2 = 2.44... , for {,  fixed by gx = TA~XB~XTAB~X  (cf.
Case I in Theorem 1);

(b) c(£>) = 2, for £> fixed by g2 = TB2A2TA2B~2 (cf. Case II in Theorem
i);

(c) c(f3) = 17'/4 = 2.03... , for & fixed by g3 = TA2 (cf. Ill in Theorem
1).

5. Zeta functions

In this section we want to consider our principal application of the Markov

partition that we have constructed. This is to give an alternative method of

constructing the analytic extension of the Selberg zeta function. We shall follow

closely the related analysis for the Modular surface described in Mayer [M] and
Pollicott [P].

(4.1) «-5
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For each element P £3 we can associate a unique square 33(P) = 33+(r, s)

or 33~(r, s) containing P. We next choose Given ô > 0 sufficiently small,

we can define open neighbourhoods of each of these squares by

(1) c7(P) = {zeC: infu;6^n{Re(z)>0}|z-«;|<r5}ifPe^n{Re(z)>0},

(2) U(P) = {z£C: inf^n{Re(z)<0}|z-w|<¿}ifP€^n{Re(z)<0},

(3) £/(P) = {z€C: infwe¿g{P)\z - w\ < 0} if P £ J% .

(In practice, we require that S < 2XI2 - 1.) For each P £ 3 we can con-

sider TP = T(B(P)) c33+ ox 33~ . We also see that whenever P' c f(P),

DT(U(P)) c U(P') and U(P') C f(U(P)).
Consider the space A^ of real analytic functions on the domain D which

have a complex analytic extension (in two variables) to the neighbourhoods

UC(P) = U(R) x (-e, e)2 cl2x /K2 = C2.

We let fpX denote the local inverse to the map fP: P —> %?, and we shall use

the same notation to denote the analytic extension to UC(P) (providing that

e > 0 and ô > 0 are sufficiently small for it to be well defined). Observe that
whenever (fp)~xP' cP, closme((fP)~xU(P')) c U(P).

We denote by A^ the Banach space of functions which are real analytic

on the disjoint union of the sets U(R¡) and which have a uniformly bounded
complex analytic extension to the sets Uc(Ri). Compare with [R].

Consider the operators LSto: A%^ —> A^ defined by:

(Ls,oh)(xx,x2)=     £     \(fFl)'(xx,x2)\sh(fpl(xx,x2))

P : RiCf(P)

whenever (xx, x2) £ UC(R¡).

Remark. Since the sum has an infinite number of terms, we should require that

Re(s) > 1 for convergence, and we introduce the variables x = (xx, x2) to
emphasize that this is a function of two complex variables. This approach is

needed because in the definition of the operator we use the function \(fPl)'\
which is real analytic (rather than complex analytic in the plane) in the variables

X = (Xx,X2).

We can similarly define operators Lsj: A^ -> A^ acting on the space A^ ,

for j = 1, 2, of real analytic differential y-forms on the disjoint union of the

sets U(Ri) and which have a uniformly bounded complex analytic extension
to the sets UC(R¡) ; cf. [R].

Lemma 3. For Re(s) > 1 the operators Lsj, j = 0, 1,2, are nuclear of order,
zero and we have the identity

(5.1)   Yl e-sXo^f"y^ = trace(L?;0) - traced ,) + trace(L?;2),        n > 1.
fnx=x

The proof of this result (in a more general context) is given in [R]. The

identity corresponding to (5.1) for the Modular group is described in Mayer

[M].
Consider the expressions

C(z,5) = exp(¿^ £ exp(-5log|(/")'(x)|))

\/i=0        fx=x j
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and
(oo    oo   . \

EE^ E exp(-(5+/ologKr)'WD*
n=0 k=0      fx=x J

and observe that Z(s) = V[T=o C(l, s + k), for Re(s) > 1.
By applying Grothendieck's Fredholm theory [M] and Proposition 4, we get

the following:

Corollary 1. The zeta function ((s, z) is analytic for

Re(s)>l    and    \z\ < limsup| Y exp(-5.|log(/")'(x)|)|1/"

^+°°    f>x=x

and has a meromorphic extension to C x C.

Corollary 2. The zeta function Z(s) is analytic for Re(s) > 1 and has a mero-

morphic extension to C.

We now return to the geodesic flow for M. The manifold M has a countable

number of closed geodesics whose lengths we denote by ln, n > 0. The Selberg

zeta function is defined to be the complex function given by the Euler product

oo    oo

(5.2) ZSexbeTg(s) = YlYl(l-e-^k^)
k=0k=0

(which converges on the half plane Re(s) > 1). Using our previous interpreta-

tion of lengths of closed geodesics in Proposition 4, we can rewrite the Selberg
Zeta function as follows:

Lemma 4.  ZSeiberg(i) = Z(s).

In particular, comparing Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 we get a short proof of the

following result.

Theorem 3. The complex function ZSeiberg(s) extends to a meromorphic function

on C;cf [Ft].

Remark. We note that results of this type are of importance in applications

to number theory; cf. [Sa]. It is expected that there should also be associated
equi-distribution results (compare with [P]).
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